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Government Contracts Group of the Year: Fried Frank 

By Jamie Santo 

Law360, New York (January 21, 2014, 9:36 PM ET) -- Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson LLP burnished 
its reputation in the thorny field of bid protests with a successful defense of Science Applications 
International Corp.'s $500 million contract and expanded its presence in corporate transactions in the 
past year, earning the firm a place as one of Law360’s Government Contracts Practice Groups of the 
Year. 
 
Led by practice head James J. McCullough, Fried Frank's government contracts group has augmented its 
traditional work helping contractors navigate the maze of issues that arise from doing business with the 
federal government with an extended ability to assist such companies through acquisitions and 
restructurings. 
 
Founded in the 1960s, the Washington-based group has long been a go-to source for contractors 
embarking on the often-contentious process of defending and challenging contracts awarded by federal 
agencies. 
 
“Fried Frank historically has been one of the top bid-protest houses in the country,” McCullough told 
Law360. “With that history and pedigree, our people are unique magnets for drawing bid-protest work.” 
 
As the number of contested awards has grown, Fried Frank has played an increasing role shepherding 
companies through protests at the U.S. Government Accountability Office and the U.S. Court of Federal 
Claims, as well as challenges on the agency level. 
 
“We went from doing an average of 10 or 12 a year to 30 plus,” McCullough said. “In the last couple of 
years, we've averaged three protests a month.” 
 
The government contracts team scored a major success helping SAIC stave off a double-barreled 
challenge to its half-billion-dollar deal to supply classified services to theNational Security Agency. Fried 
Frank defeated two separate protests in a complex and contentious process litigated entirely behind 
closed doors, and the company is now performing under the contract. 
 
In a matter before the GAO, the group aided Kollsman Inc. in a successful challenge of the U.S. Navy's 
decision to award a $35 million contract for handheld laser markers to a competitor. Fried Frank argued 
the competitor should not have received the best-possible rating in light of the company's past work, 
and the GAO ordered the Navy in January to re-evaluate the rating and reimburse Kollsman for its costs. 
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The firm scored additional bid-protest victories in 2013 for prospective defense contractors Rite-
Solutions Inc., Technica Corp. and VT Group, among others, allowing each of those companies to rejoin 
the bidding process. 
 
“What we do is help companies get back in the game,” McCullough said. “Companies that have been 
excluded, left out — we give them a second chance.” 
 
Fried Frank's versatile government contracts team features four to five partners and 10 to 12 associates, 
with cross-training and the ability to call on the litigation department for additional assistance giving the 
firm flexibility in its approach. 
 
“Like an accordion, our practice expands and contracts to meet client requirements,” McCullough said. 
 
The Washington-based practice has long been a premier outpost of the New York-based firm, and the 
government contracts group has used the confluence of the Beltway and Wall Street to branch out into 
the realm of corporate deal making. 
 
“Fried Frank is 100 percent committed to its government contracts practice, which has a long history at 
the firm,” McCullough said. “In the last two years or so, we've committed to expanding that practice, 
especially in connection with M&A.” 
 
The group augmented its transactional arm with the addition of partner Jerald S. Howe Jr., who joined 
Fried Frank in March 2013 after more than a decade in the private sector, most recently as general 
counsel for Tasc Inc. 
 
“What appealed to me was joining a firm with a first-tier M&A practice and a first-tier government 
contracts practice,” Howe said. 
 
Combining the group's experience in Washington with the firm's private equity ties in New York has 
proved a valuable calling card. 
 
“We work with our New York colleagues, and we have a lot of ability in Washington,” Howe said. “It's 
one of the areas that distinguishes us.” 
 
Fried Frank represented private-equity backed software company RedPrairie Corp. in a $1.9 billion 
acquisition of JDA Software Group Inc., a deal that closed in Dec. 2012, and advised SAIC in the 
government contract aspect of a September 2013 deal that saw the company rebrand itself as Leidos 
Inc. and spin off its information technology division under the old name. 
 
“Despite the fact that we have a tough federal budget outlook, a number of our clients are very bullish,” 
Howe said. “Some are looking to expand into commercial opportunities, and we're working on a series 
of transactions.” 
 
Fried Frank's current industry clients include founders looking to sell their classified intelligence services 
company and a private equity group seeking to acquire a defense contractor. 
 
The budget climate in Washington has also brought about a growing need for companies to rework their 
debt. 
 



 

 

“I do believe we're positioned at the beginning of a trend: the restructuring of distressed government 
contractors,” Howe said. 
 
Fried Frank's government contracts group has been involved on that end as well, helping majority debt 
holders of a defense contractor arrange an out-of-court restructuring deal that closed in November and 
repping another group of lenders looking to do the same. 
 
The team brings a range of knowledge to the table, with partners also members of the firm's aerospace 
and defense practice, well-known for its yearly conference on the state of the industry. 
 
“We are lean and mean,” Howe said. “We have a group of people who know what they're doing and 
work hard.” 
 
Efficiency is a hallmark of the group, perhaps best exemplified in Fried Frank's bid-protest strategy of 
aiming for voluntary corrective action by the agencies themselves. Corrective action by the agencies 
saves money and time for clients, bringing companies such as Technica and VT Group victory in weeks, 
in a process that could last several months. 
 
“Agencies realize if they're going to lose, they might as well lose early,” Howe said. “We get our client 
back in, and they've spent a lot less to get there.” 
 
Fried Frank's involvement extends well beyond bid protests and mergers and acquisitions, however. 
 
“In litigation, we have a broader, expanded scope,” McCullough said, noting that prosecutions and 
settlements under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act are on the rise and make up a large part of the 
practice. 
 
With the ability and freedom to take on a wide array of matters, Fried Frank's government contracts 
group is not only successful but also an interesting place to work. 
 
“The reason I'm here is the unique nature of this practice,” McCullough said, “It's an exciting, fun 
practice, with offshoots and tentacles that reach out into many substantive areas.” 
 
For 2014, the group hopes for more of the same, and prospects already look bright. 
 
“We look to continue to deliver excellent work in our core government contract practice,” Howe said. 
“We got in six new potential protest matters just Thursday afternoon.” 
 
--Editing by Kat Laskowski. 
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